The dual-pathway model of auditory cortical processing assumes that two largely segregated processing streams originating in the lateral belt subserve the two main functions of hearing: identification of auditory "objects", including speech; and localization of sounds in space (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000) . Evidence has accumulated, chiefly from work in humans and nonhuman primates, that an antero-ventral pathway supports the former function, whereas a postero-dorsal stream supports the latter, i.e processing of space and motion-in-space. In addition, the postero-dorsal stream has also been postulated to subserve some functions of speech and language in humans. A recent review (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ) has proposed the possibility that both functions of the postero-dorsal pathway can be subsumed under the same structural forward model: an efference copy sent from prefrontal and premotor cortex provides the basis for "optimal state estimation" in the inferior parietal lobe and in sensory areas of the posterior auditory cortex. The current article corroborates this model by adding and discussing recent evidence.
Throughout evolution, all sensory systems e and vision and audition in particular e have served dual functions for perception and behavior: identification of sensory stimuli or events and localization of these stimuli in space. In the cerebral cortex of mammals, largely segregated anatomical pathways can be discerned for both vision and audition. These pathways originate in the respective primary cortical areas (or before) and display a division of labor with regard to identification and localization (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982) . In the auditory cortical system, areas anterior and lateral to auditory core form a hierarchical processing stream which ultimately leads to the storage and recognition of specific feature combinations. Some authors have referred to these entities as "objects" (Griffiths and Warren, 2004; both classical patient work (Galaburda, 1993; Geschwind, 1965) and modern neuroimaging data Poeppel, 2000, 2007) , have also pointed to a role of the dorsal auditory pathway in speech and language, especially in terms of a phonological or articulatory loop (Baddeley et al., 1984) . The seeming incompatibility of these two distinct bodies of data (space versus speech) has led to calls for giving up the concept of dual processing streams altogether. Others have called for an abandonment of the humanemonkey comparison due to supposedly fundamental species differences: whereas monkeys use their dorsal stream for space processing, humans use it for speech (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) . As we have argued recently (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ) and will reiterate here, the neural functions related to space and speech, in a computational sense, may not be as incompatible as they seem. Rather, both share a common set of properties that actually require a neural system like the dorsal stream, which creates an interface between sensory and motor networks and performs a matching operation between predicted outcomes and actual events. While the actual computational algorithms in the brain are far from clear, they must resemble the internal "forward models" that have revolutionized thinking in motor control and robotics (Kawato, 1999; Wolpert et al., 1995) .
This expanded concept of the dorsal stream not only unifies sensorimotor aspects of space and speech within the auditory domain; it also generalizes dorsal-stream function between vision and audition. In doing so, the revised concept turns some of the conventional wisdom about the dorsal stream on its head: it transforms it from a purely sensory or afferent pathway into an equally efferent pathway, in which predictive motor signals modify activity in sensory structures. As such, the present theory obviates the postulate for a third pathway (for "how" or "when") (Battelli et al., 2008; Schubotz et al., 2003; Scott, 2005; Spierer et al., 2009a) , as aspects of that are incorporated in the current dual-pathway concept.
2. Auditory space processing in the dorsal pathway of cats and monkeys
Spatial tuning of cortical neurons
Although it is common knowledge that brainstem mechanisms play an important role in the processing of spatial attributes of sounds (Irvine, 1992; King and Nelken, 2009; Knudsen and Konishi, 1978) , early studies have also suggested a role for auditory cortex in sound localization (Diamond et al., 1956; Heffner and Masterton, 1975; Ravizza and Masterton, 1972) .
In rhesus monkeys, core areas A1 and R (the "primary" and "rostral" fields, respectively) are surrounded by secondary belt areas (Kaas and Hackett, 2000) . Both lateral and medial belt (LB and MB) neurons respond better to band-passed noise bursts than to pure tones (Kusmierek and Rauschecker, 2009; Rauschecker et al., 1995) . Comparing core and belt, spatially tuned neurons are present in A1 but are found at a much higher density in the caudomedial belt Recanzone, 2000) . When monkeys are trained in an auditory localization task, the firing rate of neurons in the caudomedial belt field (CM) correlates more tightly with behavioral performance than that of neurons in A1, which is a strong indication that CM plays an important role in sound localization . Such localization is most likely accomplished on the basis of a population code (Miller and Recanzone, 2009) .
To directly compare spatial selectivity of neurons in the rostral and caudal LB in the same animals, broad-band species-specific communication calls were presented from different locations . The highest spatial selectivity was found in the caudolateral (CL) and the lowest in the anterolateral area (AL). Together with the connectivity studies described below, this has led to the hypothesis that the caudal belt forms the beginning of a cortical processing stream for auditory space, whereas AL forms the beginning of a non-spatial "what"-stream (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Tian et al., 2001) .
The middle lateral area (ML) does not seem specialized for either of these functions, which fits with the fact that it appears to be at a lower hierarchical level anatomically compared to both AL and CL. The latter is suggested by anatomical tracer studies that show input from the principal relay nucleus of the auditory thalamus (MGv) to area ML (in addition to core areas), but not to AL and CL (Rauschecker, 1998; Zhenochin et al., 1998 ) [c.f. Hackett et al., 1998b and Morel et al., 1993 , who point out that A1 and "cortex immediately lateral to A1" have tonotopically organized connections with MGv]. Furthermore, ML stains more darkly for parvalbumin, myelin, and acetylcholinesterase than, for instance, AL (Hackett et al., 1998a) , which is also an indication that it is somewhat more core-like.
Auditory projections to prefrontal and parietal cortex
Connectivity studies in rhesus monkeys have shown that at least one of the caudal belt regions receives its subcortical input via a separate pathway than core areas A1 and R. While the latter receive projections from the principal relay nucleus of the auditory thalamus, the ventral nucleus of the medial geniculate (MGv), area CM receives projections from its dorsal and medial subnuclei (MGd and MGm). This parallel input pathway to areas of the supratemporal plane may start even earlier: single-unit studies indicate that the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) has response properties compatible with a function in auditory space processing (May, 2000) . Thus, area CM could receive at least some of its input from the DCN via the external nuclei of the inferior colliculus and the MGd (Rauschecker, 1997) , although interaural timing cues are also relayed via the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) .
Anatomical tracer studies have demonstrated the existence of largely segregated pathways that originate in the LB and project to different target regions in the prefrontal cortex (Romanski et al., 1999) . Injections into CL specifically led to labeling of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; areas 8a, 46), which is known for its involvement in spatial working memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1996) . Conversely, injections into AL led to labeling of ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC). As one might expect, neurons in VLPFC were reliably modulated during a non-spatial auditory task but were not modulated during a spatial auditory task (Cohen et al., 2009) . Although recent neuroanatomical studies have added much detail to this model of connectivity in the auditory cortex, the overall thrust of the earlier work has held up: starting out in core areas, two main directions of anatomical projections can be discerned: an anterior and a posterior processing stream (Hackett, 2010; Romanski and Averbeck, 2009) .
A projection from posterior STG (caudal belt) to posterior parietal (PP) cortex in monkeys was found independently by Lewis and Van Essen (2000) . Specifically, the ventral intraparietal area (VIP) was identified as the primary recipient of auditory input to PP. Activation of inferior parietal lobule (IPL) by sound localization has also been demonstrated in human imaging studies Griffiths et al., 1998; Maeder et al., 2001; Weeks et al., 1999) , as discussed in greater detail in the following section. A role of the IPL in the processing of auditory space is also evident from human clinical studies (Clarke et al., 2000; Griffiths et al., 1996 Griffiths et al., , 1997 . Some findings are reminiscent of the phenomenon of spatial neglect first described in the visual modality after lesions of right parietal cortex. This suggests that the various sensory modalities are eventually combined into one unitary spatial representation (Spierer et al., 2009b) .
3. Auditory space processing in the dorsal pathway of humans 3.1. Core, belt and parabelt areas Using the same types of stimuli as in the preceding monkey studies, human neuroimaging work also suggests an organization of auditory cortex into core, belt and parabelt areas. Two core areas robustly activated by pure-tone stimuli and with mirror-symmetric tonotopic organization were found along Heschl's gyri (Formisano et al., 2003; Wessinger et al., 2001) . A third such area was sometimes seen more laterally. While the first two areas obviously correspond to core areas A1 and R, the third may be homologous to area RT or to ML, which is more primary-like on some accounts than other belt areas (see above). As observed in monkeys, the pure-tone (PT) responsive areas were surrounded by belt regions both medially and laterally, which were activated only by BPN bursts (Wessinger et al., 2001) . Although the study of tonotopic organization in human auditory cortex has remained a vexing problem (Humphries et al., 2010) , recent data from our lab corroborate a subdivision into core, belt and parabelt areas in human auditory cortex based on responses to PT, BPN and vowel sounds (Chevillet et al., 2007) .
Role of dorsal auditory stream in spatial processing
Anterolateral areas of the superior temporal cortex are activated by complex natural sounds of a non-spatial nature as well as intelligible speech or speech-like sounds (Alain et al., 2001; Binder et al., 2004 Binder et al., , 2000 Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Maeder et al., 2001; Obleser et al., 2006; Scott et al., 2000) . Thus it appears likely that behaviorally relevant auditory objects, including speech sounds, are identified within an anterior-lateral auditory "what"-stream.
Auditory areas located in the "planum temporale" (PT) posterior to Heschl's gyrus are less selective for auditory object categories and seem to be involved in a variety of auditory functions (Smith et al., 2009) , including the processing of music (Hyde et al., 2008; Zatorre et al., 2002a) . A wider role of PT and posterior STG for processing spectro-temporally complex sounds has therefore been postulated Nourski et al., 2009; Obleser et al., 2007) . In its most general form it has led to the suggestion of PT as a "computational hub" .
Further posterior in the STG and STS are regions of the caudal belt and parabelt (projecting up dorsally into the inferioreposterior parietal cortex) that are activated during spatial tasks, such as auditory spatial discrimination or tasks involving auditory motion in space (Arnott et al., 2004; Brunetti et al., 2005; Degerman et al., 2006; Jääskeläinen et al., 2004; Krumbholz et al., 2005a,b; Maeder et al., 2001; Tata and Ward, 2005a,b; Warren et al., 2002; Zatorre et al., 2002b; Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005) .
In a PET study by Zatorre et al. (2002b) , the posterior auditory cortex responded to sounds varying in spatial distribution, but only when multiple complex stimuli were presented simultaneously. These authors also found the right inferior parietal cortex to be recruited specifically during localization tasks, which is consistent with other studies, e.g (Griffiths et al., 1998 ). An fMRI study by Krumbholz et al. (2005b) found that interaural time differences were represented along a posterior pathway comprising the planum temporale (PT) and IPL of the respective contralateral hemisphere. In contrast to Zatorre et al. (2002b) , this study found that, compared to a centrally presented sound, stationary lateralized sounds did produce a significant activation increase in the PT of the respective contralateral hemisphere.
In the study of Krumbholz et al. (2005b) the response was stronger (and extended further into adjacent regions of the IPL) when the sound was moving than when it was stationary, which is a finding that conforms to earlier results by Warren et al. (2002) . Sounds moving in space are vastly more complex in computational terms than visual stimuli moving in space: not only must the spatial positions of these sounds be computed via binaural and/or monaural cues, but also these representations must be updated on a moment-by-moment basis in order to extract movement information. It is conceivable that auditory spatial representations that can be combined with spatial representations in other modalities do exist.
Timing differences between the two ears can be used to localize sounds in space only when the inputs to the two ears have similar spectro-temporal profiles (high binaural coherence). Zimmer and Macaluso (2005) found that activity in Heschl's gyrus increased with increasing coherence, irrespective of localization being task-relevant. Posterior auditory regions also showed increased activity for high coherence, but only when sound localization was required and subjects successfully localized sounds. The authors concluded that binaural coherence cues are processed throughout the auditory cortex but that these cues are specifically used by posterior regions of the STG for successful auditory localization (Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005) . In another series of fMRI experiments, Deouell et al. (2007) showed that a region in the human medial PT is sensitive to auditory spatial changes, even when subjects are not engaged in a sound localization task, i.e when the spatial changes are occurring in the background. Thus, acoustic space is firmly represented in the human PT even when sound processing is not required by the ongoing task. Tata and Ward (2005a,b) used auditory evoked potentials to explore the putative auditory "where"-pathway in humans. The mismatch negativity (MMN) elicited by deviations in sound location is comprised of temporally and anatomically distinct phases: an early phase with a generator posterior to primary auditory cortex and contralateral to the deviant stimulus, and a later phase with generators that are more frontal and bilaterally symmetric. The posterior location of the early-phase generator suggests the engagement of neurons within a posterior "where"-pathway for processing spatial auditory information (Tata and Ward, 2005a) .
In a study combining fMRI and magnetoencephalography (MEG), Brunetti et al. (2005) found that the processing of sound coming from different locations activates a neural circuit similar to the auditory "where"-pathway described in monkeys. This system included Heschl's gyrus, the posterior STG, and the inferior parietal lobule. MEG analysis enabled the timing of this circuit to be assessed: activation of Heschl's gyrus was observed 139 ms after the auditory stimulus, the peak latency of the source located in the posterior STG occurred at 156 ms, and the inferior parietal lobule and the supramarginal gyrus peaked at 162 ms. Both hemispheres were involved in the processing of sounds originating from different locations, but a stronger activation was observed in the right hemisphere (Brunetti et al., 2005) .
A similar study combining fMRI and MEG was conducted by Ahveninen et al. (2006) . They found a double dissociation in response adaptation to sound pairs with phonetic vs spatial sound changes, demonstrating that the human nonprimary auditory cortex indeed processes speech sound identity and location in parallel anterior "what" (in anterolateral Heschl's gyrus, anterior superior temporal gyrus, and posterior planum polare) and posterior "where" (in PT and posterior STG) pathways as early as approximately 70e150 ms after stimulus onset. These data further showed that the "where"-pathway is activated approximately 30 ms earlier than the "what"-pathway.
Even before some of the latest and most conclusive studies were published, Arnott et al. (2004) , in a meta-analysis, reviewed evidence from auditory functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) studies to determine the reliability of the auditory dual-pathway model in humans. Activation coordinates from 11 "spatial" studies (i.e listeners made localization judgments on sounds that could occur at two or more perceptually different positions) and 27 "non-spatial" studies (i.e listeners completed non-spatial tasks involving sounds presented from the same location) were entered into the analysis. Temporal lobe activity during spatial tasks was confined almost exclusively to posterior areas. In addition, all but one of the spatial studies reported activation within the IPL as opposed to only 41% of the non-spatial studies. Inferior frontal activity (Brodmann's areas 45 and 47) was reported in only 9% of the spatial studies, but in 56% of the non-spatial studies.
These results support a model in which non-spatial sound information (e.g sound identity) is processed primarily along an antero-ventral stream whereas sound location and motion-inspace are processed exclusively along a postero-dorsal stream, i.e within auditory areas posterior to the primary auditory cortex and in the parietal cortex, projecting to DLPFC. Furthermore, it appears that, as in the visual system, studies of nonhuman primates can serve as excellent models for human studies and a major species difference need not be claimed on these grounds. Conversely, human imaging studies can provide useful guidance for microelectrode studies in nonhuman primates, which permit analyses at higher spatial and temporal resolution. In the preceding section I have summarized the evidence for a role of the posterior ST (pST) region (and the IPL regions connected with it) in processing auditory space and motion-in-space. This function is undeniably present in both monkeys and humans (as well as non-primate animals). However, another view about the function of pST in humans has classically been even more widespread: the view that pST is involved in speech perception or language comprehension (Damasio and Damasio, 1980; Geschwind, 1965) . Many textbooks refer to pST as "Wernicke's area", so it seems as if this view dates back to Carl Wernicke (1874), who described patients with lesions of the ST region having difficulties with various aspects of speech. Closer examination of Wernicke's case studies reveals, however, that the pertinent lesions were not necessarily found in pST alone. A figure in one of his own textbooks (Wernicke, 1881) explicitly marked the whole ST region as speech-related, including its anterior aspects. To reserve the term "Wernicke's area" for the posterior one-third of ST is, therefore, misleading.
Wernicke did, however, make the insightful claim that auditory ST regions subserving the deciphering of speech sounds must be connected somehow with the motor speech area in the frontal cortex, which had been discovered by Broca (1861) about a decade earlier. Based on gross anatomical studies of aphasic stroke patients, later researchers assumed that this functional connectivity was provided by a fiber bundle that wound its way from the posterior ST region to Broca's area, the "arcuate fascicle" (Geschwind, 1965) . Present-day work is being performed with high-resolution structural imaging techniques (Bernal and Ardila, 2009 #890; Keller et al., 2009; Rilling et al., 2008) . At least one of these studies has revealed that a direct connection from pST to Broca's area, as in the monkey and its homologous areas (Petrides and Pandya, 2009 ), barely exists (Frey et al., 2008) . Instead, most fibers projecting to Broca's area from ST originate in its anterior aspects and follow a whole different pathway via the extreme capsule and/or the uncinate fascicle (Ebeling and von Cramon, 1992; Friederici et al., 2006) . In fact, Wernicke himself suspected that the connection from ST to Broca's area went via the anterior insula, a region that has recently been found to play a role in communication sound processing of monkeys (Remedios et al., 2009) . All this adds to the support for an antero-ventral pathway in auditory speech processing, and one might be tempted to reject the claim of a specific pST (and dorsal stream) involvement in speech processing altogether. However, this would be throwing the baby out with the bathwater.
In order to salvage a genuine role for the pST region in speech and language and to reconcile this role with the spatial functions of that region, one merely has to back away from the claim that pST is involved in the "perception" of speech, that is, primarily an acoustic-phonetic decoding of speech sounds. Instead, one needs to analyze the incidents under which pST areas and parietal cortex in the IPL are activated by sounds or tasks with other than spatial connotations.
Representation of action sounds in the dorsal stream
Various studies have demonstrated activation of left parietal cortical regions while subjects were listening to sounds generated by actions, such as tool sounds (Engel et al., 2009; Lewis et al., 2005; Pizzamiglio et al., 2005) . These activations often include posterior STS and STG regions, especially when contrasted with unrecognizable control sounds. One possibility is that these regions contain representations of "doable" sounds (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ). In particular, it has been suggested that the medial PT region (Warren et al., 2005) contains templates of "doable" articulations (not limited to speech sounds) against which incoming sounds are matched. Studies of silent articulation (Wise et al., 2001 ) and covert rehearsal of speech have also identified activation in the posterior medial PT region within the posteriordorsal stream.
Such findings resonate with the "affordance" model of Gibson (1977) , where objects and events are described in terms of action possibilities. Gibson's views undoubtedly had an influence on the mirror-neuron theory of Rizzolatti et al. (2006) . More specifically with regard to speech, the above findings are reminiscent of the "motor theory of speech perception" (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985) . Interestingly, several regions of the posterior-lateraltemporal cortex (PLTC) are also reliably recruited when participants read or listen to action verbs (Bedny et al., 2008; Reale et al., 2007) , thus reaching into the realm of abstract concepts.
A multisensory reference frame
As pointed out by Rauschecker and Scott (2009) the posteromedial region of the PT has been identified as a possible key node for the feedback control of speech production (Dhanjal et al., 2008) since it shows a response to somatosensory input from articulators as well as to auditory speech input. Adjacent to pST, the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) has been discussed independently in both auditory and visual contexts, but probably constitutes a multisensory region having to do with temporal order judgment of spatially separate events .
In relation to these studies, it is fitting that neurophysiological evidence from nonhuman primates shows that auditory caudal belt areas are not only responsive to auditory input but reveal multisensory responses (Brosch et al., 2005; Fu et al., 2003; Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Kayser et al., 2007; Lakatos et al., 2007 ). Neuroanatomical studies demonstrate that both caudal medial and lateral belt fields receive input from somatosensory and multisensory cortex as well as thalamic nuclei (Smiley et al., 2007) . In contrast, core and anterior areas show only sparse multisensory connections. Thus, the posterior-dorsal stream, by bringing together input from different sensory modalities, may create a supramodal reference frame in which any transformations, whether spatial or otherwise, can be conducted.
Encoding and retrieval of sound sequences
One of the unsolved puzzles in auditory neuroscience is how the brain encodes and stores sequences of sound (Rauschecker, 2005; Schubotz et al., 2000) . Unlike tape recorders and compact disk players the brain does not have any moving parts that could translate temporal order of a sound sequence into location on a physical medium for storage and retrieval. Digital music players, on the other hand, use specific file formats to preserve the spectrotemporal integrity of, for instance, a piece of music. If we look for structures in the brain that may be suitable for storage and reproduction of temporal sequences, we are quickly reminded of the fact that motor areas must be able to do just that: a simple motor act or gesture requires the production of sequences of nerve signals sent to specific muscles (or motor neurons) controlling the various limbs involved in that gesture in a particular order. The act of speaking or singing is an example of a motor performance during which a multitude of fine-grained muscles have to be controlled in a highly time-ordered specific fashion in order to keep both rhythm and pitch exactly right. While the motor cortex provides the origin of axons projecting to the spinal cord for control of muscles, it is commonly assumed that subcortical entities such as the basal ganglia or the cerebellum set up the patterns reflecting temporal sequential structure of motor acts.
Indeed, singing or speaking, like other motor acts, light up cortical motor areas as well as subcortical structures (Perry et al., 1999) . Singing also activates auditory areas, which would not be surprising (because the subjects hear their own voice) if the activation didn't persist even after subtracting out auditory-perceptual activation. Interestingly, the remaining auditory activation appears in pST. Even more interestingly, listening to music also activates motor areas Wilson et al., 2004; Zatorre et al., 2007) . It thus appears as if we are looking at a sensorimotor loop, wherein both afferent and efferent branches are active in either situation.
Finally, even imagery of music (Halpern and Zatorre, 1999 ) and anticipation of familiar melodies after playing the preceding melody (Leaver et al., 2009) leads to activation of both auditory and motor structures (Fig. 1) , cortical and subcortical (cerebellum and basal ganglia). The amount of basal ganglia versus frontal cortical activation depends on the state of familiarity of the sequence with basal ganglia more active during the learning period (Leaver et al., 2009) .
There is also strong psychophysical evidence suggesting that auditory-motor processing dissociates from auditory-perceptual processing (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Repp, 2005) : Listeners can accurately tap along to auditory sequences, and their motor responses can track changes in the rates of these sequences. This tracking of sequences could occur in the dorsal stream. Functional imaging evidence does indeed suggest that the intraparietal sulcus plays a role in streaming, sequence detection, and dissociation of figure from ground (Cusack, 2005) . These results from human psychophysical and imaging studies would merit further examination in monkey single-unit studies to get at the exact neurophysiological mechanisms of auditory sequence processing and stream segregation (Micheyl et al., 2005) .
Auditory perception/production links in voice and speech
Monkey studies have shown that neurons in auditory cortex are suppressed during vocalization (Eliades and Wang, 2003 ; Müller- Leaver et al., 2009) . Stimuli consisted of the final seconds of familiar or unfamiliar tracks from a compact disk (CD), followed by 8 s of silence. During the silence following familiar tracks from their favorite CD (anticipatory silence, AS, following familiar music, FM), subjects (Ss) reported experiencing anticipatory imagery for each subsequent track. Stimuli presented during unfamiliar trials consisted of music that the Ss had never heard before (unfamiliar music, UM). Thus, during this condition, Ss could not anticipate the onset of the following track (non-anticipatory silence, NS). While in the MRI scanner, subjects were instructed to attend to the stimulus being presented and to imagine, but not vocalize, the subsequent melody where appropriate. Preuss and Ploog, 1981) . As mentioned previously (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ), this finding is consistent with results from humans, which indicate that superior temporal areas are suppressed during speech production (Curio et al., 2000; Houde et al., 2002; Numminen et al., 1999; Paus et al., 1996) . This suppression or attenuation of auditory cortex is found even with covert articulation and lip-reading, suggesting the existence of an efference-copy pathway from premotor regions to auditory cortex (Kauramäki et al., 2010) (Fig. 2) .
It has been argued that mechanisms of this kind may exist to help distinguish the effects of actions caused by oneself from those caused by the actions of others (Blakemore et al., 1998) , specifically differentiating between one's own voice and the voices of others (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ). However in nonhuman primate studies, auditory neurons that are suppressed during actual vocalizations are often more activated by distorted vocalizations (Eliades and Wang, 2008) . This suggests a role for these neurons in the comparison of information from the auditory and motor systems during speech production (Guenther, 2006) . Work in humans using distorted feedback of speech production has indeed shown enhanced bilateral activation in pST to distorted feedback, even if it is below the threshold for explicit awareness (Tourville et al., 2008; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ).
There have also been persistent claims for a role of the IPL, i.e the angular and supramarginal gyri, in phonology (Caplan et al., 1992) , particularly an involvement in the "phonological/articulatory loop" (Aboitiz et al., 2006; Baddeley et al., 1984) . This has been confirmed in several functional imaging studies, though the precise localization of activity does vary with the type of task used (Buchsbaum and D'Esposito, 2008; Gelfand and Bookheimer, 2003) . What seems clear is that the IPL, like pST, is not driven by acoustic-phonetic factors in speech processing but is associated with more domaingeneral factors (Friederici et al., 2006; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) .
New work using DTI in humans demonstrates that there are direct connections between the pars opercularis of Broca's area (BA44) and the IPL (Bernal and Ardila, 2009; Frey et al., 2008; Saur et al., 2008) , but hardly at all with pST, calling into question the notion of a direct connection between "Broca's" and "Wernicke's" areas, as postulated in most textbooks. In addition, there is the known projection from ventral premotor (vPM) cortex to the IPL Pandya, 1984, 2009) , and connections between parietal cortex and pST are also well known (Seltzer and Pandya, 1994) ; Fig. 2 . Results of magnetoencephalography (MEG) measuring the effects of lip-reading and covert-speech production on human auditoryecortex responses (reproduced with permission from Kauramäki et al., 2010) . Auditory stimuli consisted of 50-ms tones of various frequencies presented in random order. While listening to the tones the subjects (Ss) performed one of four tasks: (1) "lip-reading", i.e Ss watched video clips of a face silently articulating Finnish vowels, (2) a visual control task of comparable difficulty ("expanding rings"), (3) a "still-face" passive control condition, and (4) "covert production" of the same vowels. During the still-face and covert-speech conditions, the Ss saw the same static face on the screen. During the expanding-rings as well as lip-reading conditions, Ss performed a one-back task. Auditory-cortex responses with a latency around 100 ms (N100 m) were equally suppressed in the lip-reading and covert-speech production tasks compared with the visual control and baseline tasks; the effects involved all frequencies and were most prominent in the left hemisphere. Responses showed significantly increased N100m suppression immediately after the articulatory gesture. These findings suggest that the lipreading-related suppression in the auditory cortex is caused by an efference copy from the speech-production system, generated during both own speech and lip-reading. The graph shows the mean (AEstandard error) differences in active task conditions relative to the passive still-face baseline. Asterisks indicate significant differences at a given frequency between the lip-reading vs expanding-rings tasks (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
together, this could form the basis for a feed-forward network between speech-production areas and posterior temporal auditory areas (Fig. 3) .
Unified function of the dorsal stream: anticipatory control of sensorimotor events
As this review has documented, posterior ST regions and the IPL participate in the processing of auditory space and motion, and integrate input from several modalities. At the same time, pST and IPL in humans are also involved in the processing and imagery of auditory sequences, including speech and music. Both regions receive input from premotor areas in the dorsal and ventral premotor cortex (PMC). PMC also gets activated during listening to music Lahav et al., 2007) and even during musical imagery and anticipation (Leaver et al., 2009 ). One conclusion is that premotor areas are responsible for assembling the motor patterns for the production of musical sequences (by singing or playing a musical instrument). The sounds being produced activate neuronal assemblies in the auditory cortex, which in turn get matched with the corresponding premotor neurons that helped produce the sounds. Thus, specific sensorimotor networks are established which, together, represent the musical melodies in a quasi-motor code. During learning of musical melodies, which occurs in the same way as learning of motor sequences (Hikosaka et al., 1999) , subcortical structures like the basal ganglia and the cerebellum are active in binding the correct sets of sensory and motor neurons together (Leaver et al., 2009) . One prediction would be, therefore, that learning to play a new piece on a musical instrument or, for that matter, learning to play a familiar piece on a new instrument, should result in characteristic changes in premotor representations. The same would be expected when passive listening to complex sounds gets replaced by producing these sounds ("action sounds").
An analogous process can be assumed to be at work during learning of speech and speech production. Once learned, listening to speech activates the same circuits as during speech production. While it may not strictly be accurate to talk about a "motor code" for speech perception (Liberman et al., 1967) , correct speech does require a closing of the loop between perception and production and will lead to coactivation of both networks. The connection between auditory areas in the ST and speech planning areas in the frontal cortex around "Broca's region", as postulated by Wernicke, runs through aST and inferior frontal cortex; the loop is closed through PMC via IPL and back to auditory cortex (Fig. 3) . Learning to produce new sounds in a foreign language should, therefore, lead to changes in both sensory and motor representations of the corresponding sounds.
Visuo-motor sequences are planned and executed in a similar fashion. In most of these cases, spatial information in conjunction with motor signals becomes critical, and this is what parietal cortex is commonly known for (Andersen and Cui, 2009; Colby and Goldberg, 1999) . While spatial position is an important variable in both visuo-motor and audio-motor behavior, however, the layout of the fronto-parietal-sensory loop is a more general one having to do with sensorimotor planning and control (Mulliken et al., 2008) .
This basic structure is best described by "internal models" or "emulators", as they are known in motor control theory and robotics (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ). Such models have been used to describe reaching movements or planning of movement trajectories using Kalman filters and Bayesian statistics for optimal state estimation (Desmurget and Grafton, 2000; Kawato, 1999; Sabes, 2000; Simon, 2006) . More recently, these models have been used to model perception and imagery as well (Grush, 2004; Wolpert et al., 2003) . The inferior parietal cortex appears to provide an ideal interface for feed-forward information from motor preparatory networks in the PFC and PMC to be matched with feedback signals from sensory areas. The goal of the internal model is to minimize the resulting error signal in this process. The cerebellum and basal ganglia can also been incorporated into these models (Blakemore et al., 1998) .
The feed-forward projection from BA 44 and vPM can be considered the pathway carrying an "efference copy" or "corollary discharge" in the classical sense (Sperry, 1950; Von Holst and Mittelstaedt, 1950) , informing the sensory system of planned motor articulations that are about to happen. This signal provides a predictive quality to activity running from frontal areas to the IPL, which therefore anticipates the sensory consequences of action. The feedback signal coming to the IPL from posterior ST, on the other hand, can be considered an "afference copy" (Hershberger, Fig. 3 . Expanded model of dual auditory processing streams in the primate brain: a) Rhesus monkey (modified from Rauschecker and Tian, 2000) ; b) human (simplified from Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) . While the role of the antero-ventral stream (green) in auditory object recognition, including perception of vocalizations and speech, is now widely accepted, the exact role of the postero-dorsal (or just "dorsal") stream (red) is still being debated. Its function clearly includes spatial processing, but a role in human speech and language has also long been postulated. A reinterpretation of these classical studies suggests that the dorsal stream pivots around inferior/posterior parietal cortex, where a quick sketch of sensory event information is compared with an efference copy of motor plans (dashed lines). Thus, the dorsal stream plays a more general role in sensorimotor integration and control. In clockwise fashion, starting out from auditory cortex, the processing loop performs as a forward model: Object information, such as vocalizations and speech, is decoded in the antero-ventral stream all the way to category-invariant inferior frontal cortex (IFC, or VLPFC in monkeys) and transformed into articulatory representations (DLPFC or ventral PMC). Frontal activations are transmitted to the IPL and pST, where they are compared with auditory and other sensory information. It is this fronto-parietal-sensory section that turns the dorsal stream on its head and expands its function. AC: auditory cortex; STS: superior temporal sulcus; IFC: inferior frontal cortex; PFC: prefrontal cortex; PMC: premotor cortex; IPL: inferior parietal lobule; IPS: inferior parietal sulcus; CS: central sulcus.
1976) or reafference with relatively short latencies and high temporal precision (Jääskeläinen et al., 2004; Kauramäki et al., 2010) . It can be thought of as a sparse but fast primal sketch of ongoing sensory events (Bar et al., 2006) that are compared with the predictive motor signal in the IPL in real time at every instance. In that sense, both spatial processing and real-time processing of speech and music make use of the same general internal model structures that enable the instantiation of smooth sequential motor behaviors, including visuo-spatial reaching as well as articulation of speech. At the same time, these sensorimotor loops also support the disambiguation of phonological information. Perception (via the ventral stream) and action (via the dorsal stream) operate as a dual system (Goodale and Milner, 1992) . These systems not only alternate, but also in many cases partially or wholly operate in concert (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004) .
